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Seminar on Preservation of Environment at Keonjhar 
  

  

Urgent action is needed to tackle the Environmental   related issues and for preservation of 

Environment.  We need to intensify and accelerate action to  save energy, save water, Save 

our mother earth and preserve Environment.  And we need to do it by  our self as well 

as  together. These were viewed by eminent dignitaries in a two days Seminar  on 

“Environmental Preservation” organized by People’s Cultural Center(PECUC)  ,a leading civil 

society  organization of Odisha in association with Vishwa Yuvak Kendra, New Delhi  at 

Extension Training Centre ,Keonjhar . 

            Purnachandra Mishra , Sub collector Keonjhar  inaugurated the seminar. Inagurating 

the seminar the sub collector said that “at the time when global warming is an important 

issue in the world organising such types of seminar really appreciable. It will help to 

preserve the valuable forest and environment to get relief from global warming issue. 

            Dr. Banabihari Mishra, expert member district level environment impact appraisal 

committee narrated detail about the causes and remedies of global warming issue that grip 

whole world now days. He also appeal the youths to come forward to fight back the 

situation with adopting small small practices in their house and society and to aware the 

remedies among others in their house and society. 

Er Ripu Kumar Sahu, environment engineer,State Polution control board ,Keonjhar 

narrated all about the causes of environment degradation and its remedies, He also 

narrated the different government policies and laws implemented to protect the 

environment. 

Giving opening remarks on the the second day Mr. Nrusingha charan Swain,Project 

Director,DRDA,that we need to effectively manage our natural resources in a sustainable 

maner ,other wise it will be create disastrous situation in future even if it will be difficult to 

take breath.  Mr. Ranjan Kumar Mohanty Secretary chaired the session. Rajeev Nirmal, 

program officer of Viswa Yubak Kendra gave introductory remarks. Amongst others Prof 

Balaram panigrahi, HOD,Soil and conservation engineering department,OUAT, Dr 

Umashankar Nayak, senior scientist, Regional research training and transfer 

system,bhadrak, Dr sanjaya kumar mohanty, senior scientist, KVK,Balasore, DR Gayadhara 

Shial, forestry expert, KVK, Social activists, Academicians, CSO functionaries , 

Representatives of NSS of different colleges and ECO SAVERS youth network spoke on the 

occasion. Jyotirmayee Mohapatra, Program Manager, PECUC gave vote of thanks in the 

meeting. 


